Program

Remarks
David Levine, CUNY Continuing Education & Public Programs
Hilary Baum, Baum Forum
Steffan Schneider, Hawthorne Valley Farm
Peter Hoffman, Savoy Restaurant
Marion Nestle, NYU

Dialogue
Marion Nestle and Peter Hoffman

Video Presentation
“The Meatrix”
Diane Hatz, Global Resource Action Center for the Environment

Audience Q & A

Remarks
Andrew Ziobro, Restaurant Associates

Producers Panel Discussion
Robyn Metcalfe, Kelmscott Rare Breeds Foundation, moderator
Bill Niman, Niman Ranch; Michael Levine, The Organic Meat Company;
Erick Jensen, Wolfe’s Neck Farm;
Ken Kleinpeter, New England Livestock Alliance

Audience Q & A

Tasting

Niman Ranch
The Organic Meat Company
Wolfe’s Neck Farm
New England Livestock Alliance
Amy’s Bread
Migliorelli Farm

Special thanks
Carol Durst; Charles Hunter, Director, Restaurant Associates at The Graduate Center; Elizabeth Matthews, Bullfrog and Baum; Student volunteers from the French Culinary Institute and NYU; Cleaver Company; Thomas Smyth, culinary instructor, New York City Tech.